
 

MAGIC WALLET UNIVERSE CTW by TCC

Three specialized minimalist wallets and one all-around Wallet in One series

PEEK, CTW, SWITCH, and COMBO

Magic Wallet Universe is a new concept series that contains four magic card
wallets: PEEK, CTW, SWITCH, and COMBO. Every function in each wallet is
harmonious with the pure design of the card wallet.

The PEEK, CTW, and SWITCH wallets serve independent and specialized magic
functions as their namesake. Each of these wallets has a minimalist design and
you will feel nearly nothing when placed in your pocket.

The COMBO wallet combines all the functions of the aforementioned three
wallets: Peek, Card to Wallet, and Switch. Furthermore, you can perform the
Card to Envelope effect with the COMBO wallet. Despite having multiple
functions, the design remains as simple as possible.

Besides the magic functions, you can also use each of all four wallets as a
normal everyday card holder wallet. Each wallet has multiple card slots, allowing
you to store credit cards and packets of standard poker-sized playing cards.

Every wallet in the Magic Wallet Universe can be purchased individually or as a
set. We believe this series of wallets will become your essential assistants in
magic.

Now, let's take a closer look at the four card wallets: PEEK, CTW, SWITCH, and
COMBO.

1. Magic Wallet Universe: PEEK

The PEEK Wallet allows you to quickly access any information written on a
business card or billet by the spectator and perform incredible mind reading. It
features:

Minimalist design;
Two peek methods;
Three external slots for credit cards and packets of playing cards;
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Three internal business card and billet slots.

2. Magic Wallet Universe: CTW

The CTW Wallet mainly focuses on the classic Card to Wallet effect. With it, you
can easily load a spectator's signed card into the wallet without palming. It
features:

Minimalist design
Two methods of No Palm Card to Wallet
Fast and smooth loading
Three external slots for credit cards and packets of playing cards
One internal slot.

3. Magic Wallet Universe: SWITCH

With the SWITCH Wallet, you can perform a Card Transpo effect or a secret card
switch. It also has the capability to be used for an additional Card to Wallet effect.

Features:

Minimalist design
Card Transpo and Card Switch
Six external card slots for credit cards and playing card storage
One internal slot for additional Card to Wallet effect

4. Magic Wallet Universe: COMBO

The COMBO Wallet combines all the functions of the other three wallets with the
same elegance and simplicity. Peek, Card to Wallet, Card Transpo, and Card
Switch are all included in the one COMBO Wallet. The COMBO Wallet also
provides a slot for you to perform the Card to Envelope effect.

There are 10 white envelopes included in the package of the COMBO Wallet.
Refills of envelopes are also available on this page.

Combined functions: Peek, Card to Wallet and Switch

Signed Card to Envelope effect, smooth load into the envelope
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Simple design
Seven card slots for credit cards and packets of playing cards storage
One envelope slot for Card-to-Envelope effect
One business card or billet slot for peeking
Ten white envelopes included.

Common Features:

Material: High-quality black microfiber leather
Craft: Hand sewing
Simple design, thin and light to carry around
Online instructions for each wallet.

Size and Weight:

PEEK: 83mm ×123mm, thickness 3.5mm, weight 22g
CTW: 83mm ×123mm, thickness 3.5mm, weight 23g
SWITCH: 83mm ×123mm, thickness 3.5mm, weight 28g
COMBO: 90mm ×123mm, thickness 15mm, weight 46g

Notes: The above dimensions are measured by hand and there may be a slight
error.
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